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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A security engineer attempts to query the Cisco Security Management appliance to retrieve details of a specific
message. What must be added to the script to achieve the desired result? 

A. Add message ID information to the URL string as a URI. 

B. Run the script and parse through the returned data to find the desired message. 

C. Add message ID information to the URL string as a parameter. 

D. Add message ID information to the headers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

What must be present in a Cisco Web Security Appliance before the script is run? 

A. reporting group with the name web_malware_category_malware_name_user_detail 

B. data for specified dates 

C. reporting group with the name blocked_malware 

D. data in the queried category 

Correct Answer: A 



 

 

QUESTION 3

Which snippet is used to create an object for network 10.0.69.0/24 using Cisco Firepower Management Center REST
APIs? 





A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which curl command lists all tags (host groups) that are associated with a tenant using the Cisco Stealthwatch
Enterprise API? 

A. curl -X PUT"Cookie:{Cookie Data}"https://{stealthwatch_host}/smc-configuration/rest/v1/tenants/{tenant_id}/tags 

B. curl -X POST -H"Cookie:{Cookie Data}"https://{stealthwatch_host}/smc-configuration/rest/v1/tenants/tags 

C. curl -X GET -H"Cookie:{Cookie Data}"https://{stealthwatch_host}/smc-configuration/rest/v1/tenants/{tenant_id}/tags 

D. curl -X GET -H"Cookie:{Cookie Data}"https://{stealthwatch_host}/smc-configuration/rest/v1/tenants/tags 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

The script outputs too many results when it is queried against the Cisco Umbrella Reporting API. 

Which two configurations restrict the returned result to only 10 entries? (Choose two.) 

A. Add params parameter in the get and assign in the {"return": "10"} value. 

B. Add ?limit=10 to the end of the URL string. 

C. Add params parameter in the get and assign in the {"limit": "10"} value. 

D. Add ?find=10 to the end of the URL string. 

E. Add ?return=10 to the end of the URL string. 

Correct Answer: BC 



 

 

QUESTION 6

Which URI string is used to create a policy that takes precedence over other applicable policies that are configured on
Cisco Stealthwatch? 

A. /tenants/{tenantId}/policy/system/host-policy 

B. /tenants/{tenantId}/policy/system/role-policy 

C. /tenants/{tenantId}/policy/system 

D. /tenants/{tenantId}/policy/system/{policyId} 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network operator must generate a daily flow report and learn how to act on or manipulate returned data. When the
operator runs the script, it returns an enormous amount of information. Which two actions enable the operator to limit
returned data? (Choose two.) 

A. Add recordLimit. followed by an integer (key:value) to the flow_data. 

B. Add a for loop at the end of the script, and print each key value pair separately. 

C. Add flowLimit, followed by an integer (key:value) to the flow_data. 



D. Change the startDateTime and endDateTime values to include smaller time intervals. 

E. Change the startDate and endDate values to include smaller date intervals. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP Drag and drop the items to complete the curl request to the ThreatGRID API. The API call should request
the first 10 IP addresses that ThreatGRID saw samples communicate with during analysis, in the first two hours of
January 18th (UTC time), where those communications triggered a Behavior Indicator that had a confidence equal to or
higher than 75 and a severity equal to or higher than 95. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 



Reference: https://support.umbrella.com/hc/en-us/articles/231248768-Cisco-Umbrella-Cisco-AMP-Threat-Grid-Cloud-
Integration-Setup-Guide 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is the purpose of the API represented by this URL? 

A. Getting or setting intrusion policies in FMC 

B. Creating an intrusion policy in FDM 

C. Updating access policies 

D. Getting the list of intrusion policies configured in FDM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 



QUESTION 10

Which query parameter is required when using the reporting API of Cisco Security Management Appliances? 

A. device_type 

B. query_type 

C. filterValue 

D. startDate + endDate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which API is used to query if the domain "example.com" has been flagged as malicious by the Cisco Security Labs
team? 

A. https://s-platform.api.opendns.com/1.0/events?example.com 

B. https://investigate.api.umbrella.com/domains/categorization/example.com 

C. https://investigate.api.umbrella.com/domains/volume/example.com 

D. https://s-platform.api.opendns.com/1.0/domains?example.com 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which expression prints the text "802.1x"? 

A. print(quiz[0][\\'choices\\'][\\'b\\']) 

B. print(quiz[\\'choices\\'][\\'b\\']) 

C. print(quiz[0][\\'choices\\'][\\'b\\'][\\'802.1x\\']) 

D. print(quiz[0][\\'question\\'][\\'choices\\'][\\'b\\']) 

Correct Answer: A 
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